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ABSTRACT:Electricity has always remained a primary necessity of life as it is impossible to imagine our life without 
electricity. But the only problem, as far as electricity is concerned, the cost at which it is generated that is crossing all 
limits by every passing day, and thus undue the burden on the consumers in the form of higher electricity bills. There is 
a solution to manage energy efficient lightings at home door sensor for automatic lighting control is widely being 
developed for energy saving and it can also be used for security purposes. An infrared sensor based on electrical and 
electronics combinational circuit technology is used to develop the automatic light switching system. The automatic 
light switching system will lead to energy saving and efficient energy usage which could benefit every single 
individual. Here is a simple and low cost automatic door light circuit. The light automatically turns on when the door is 
opened and the light glows until the door is opened and whenever the door is closed the light automatically turns off.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The In today’s world there is a continuous need for automatic appliances. The objective of this project is to make turn 
on the light itself automatically when the door gets opened and light will turn off automatically when door is closed. It 
can be used in general applications like in fridges and house appliances. In fridges when we open the door the light will 
turn on inside the fridge and whenever we close the door of the fridge it automatically turns off. In general house 
applications we can use this circuit at the main gate, when somebody opens the gate the speaker turns on and gives 
alarm indicating that someone had entered the gate. It can be done by using a speaker instead of led at the output. It can 
also be used for security purposes like using this circuit at the prisoner’s cell whenever a prisoner tries to escape the 
alarm will turn on and keeps the situation in alert. By using this circuit there is an advantage of preventing unwanted 
electric power wastage in some purposes and it is used for security purpose. 
 

II. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION OF MAJOR COMPONENTS IN THIS TECHNOLOGY 
 

A.555 Timer IC 
The 7555 is designed to cause less to cause less supply noise than the classic 555 and the manufacturer claims that it 
usually does not require a "control" capacitor and in many cases does not require a decoupling capacitor on the power 
supply. Those parts should generally be included, however, because noise produced by the timer or variation in power 
supply voltage might interfere with other parts of a circuit or influence its threshold voltages. 
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Fig1.555 Timer IC 

 
Pin 5 is also sometimes called the Control Voltage pin. By applying a voltage to the Control Voltage input one can alter 
the timing characteristics of the device.. 
 
B. Bistable Mode of the 555 Timer: 
The 555 timer in bistable mode is also known as a flip-flop circuit. A flip-flop circuit alternates between two stable 
states, in this case the output of electrical current from the output pin. This is a fairly basic 555 timer circuit and unlike 
monostable mode and astable mode, it does not depend on a resistor and capacitor to set the timing of the circuit.  

 
Fig2. 555 Timer Bistable Modes 

C. IC 7805 (Voltage Regulator IC) 
7805 is a voltage regulator integrated circuit. It is a member of 78xx series of fixed linear voltage regulator ICs. The 
voltage source in a circuit may have fluctuations and would not give the fixed voltage output.  
Pin Description:  

Pin 
No Function Name 

1 Input voltage (5V-18V) Input 
2 Ground (0V) Ground 

3 Regulated output; 5V (4.8V-5.2V) Output 

 
A regulated power supply is very much essential for several electronic devices due to the semiconductor material 
employed in them have a fixed rate of current as well as voltage. The device may get damaged if there is any 
deviation from the fixed rate. The AC power supply gets converted into constant DC by this circuit. By the help of a 
voltage regulator DC, unregulated output will be fixed to a constant voltage.  
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Fig3. 7805 IC inner arrangement 

 
As we have made the whole circuit till now to be operated on the 5V DC supply, so we have to use an IC regulator for 
5V DC. And the most generally used IC regulators get into the market for 5V DC regulation use is 7805. So we are 
connecting the similar IC in the circuit as U1.IC 7805 is a DC regulated IC of 5V. This IC is very flexible and is widely 
employed in all types of circuit like a voltage regulator. It is a three terminal device and mainly called input , output 
and ground.In the circuit diagram C2 as well as C3 are filter capacitor while bypass capacitors are the C1 and C4.The 
electrolytic polarized capacitors are employed for this purpose. The purpose of filter capacitors normally 10mfd value 
of the capacitor used. And in these projects we also used 100mfd value of the capacitor. While in all kinds of circuit the 
value of bypass capacitor is 0.1 mfd. Generally un-polarized mainly disc capacitors employed for this purpose. 
D.ULN2003A IC: The ULN2003A is an array of seven NPN Darlington transistors capable of 500mA, 50V output. It 
features common-cathode fly back diodes for switching inductive loads. It can come 
in PDIP, SOIC, SOP or TSSOP packaging. In the same family are ULN2002A, ULN2004A, as well as ULQ2003A and 
ULQ2004A, designed for different logic input levels. A Darlington transistor (also known as Darlington pair) achieves 
very high current amplification by connecting two bipolar transistors in direct DC coupling so the current amplified by 
the first transistor is amplified further by the second one. The resultant current gain is the product of those of the two 
component transistors:The seven Darlington pairs in ULN2003 can operate independently except the common cathode 
diodes that connect to their respective collectors.The ULN2003 is known for its high-current, high-voltage capacity. 
The drivers can be paralleled for even higher current output. Even further, stacking one chip on top of another, both 
electrically and physically, has been done.. 

 
Fig4. ULN2003A IC 
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F.Relay 
A relay is an electrically operated switch. Many relays use an electromagnet to mechanically operate a switch, but other 
operating principles are also used, such as solid-state relays. A type of relay that can handle the high power required to 
directly control an electric motor or other loads is called a contactor. Solid-state relays control power circuits with 
no moving parts, instead using a semiconductor device to perform switching. Relays with calibrated operating 
characteristics and sometimes multiple operating coils are used to protect electrical circuits from overload or faults; in 
modern electric power systems these functions are performed by digital instruments still called "protective relays".  

 
Fig5. Relay pin Diagram 

 
Fig6. Relay Connection 

G.IR Sensors 
Infrared technology addresses a wide variety of wireless applications. The main areas are sensing and remote controls. 
In the electromagnetic spectrum, the infrared portion is divided into three regions: near infrared region, mid infrared 
region and far infrared region.The basic concept of an Infrared Sensor which is used as Obstacle detector is to transmit 
an infrared signal, this infrared signal bounces from the surface of an object and the signal is received at the infrared 
receiver. 
F. Types of IR Sensors 
Infrared sensors can be passive or active. Passive infrared sensors are basically Infrared detectors. Passive infrared 
sensors do not use any infrared source and detects energy emitted by obstacles in the field of view. They are of two 
types: quantum and thermal. Thermal infrared sensors use infrared energy as the source of heat and are independent of 
wavelength. Thermocouples, pyroelectric detectors and bolometers are the common types of thermal infrared 
detectors.Quantum type infrared detectors offer higher detection performance and are faster than thermal type infrared 
detectors. The photosensitivity of quantum type detectors is wavelength dependent. Quantum type detectors are further 
classified into two types: intrinsic and extrinsic types. Intrinsic type quantum detectors are photoconductive cells and 
photovoltaic cells.Active infrared sensors consist of two elements: infrared source and infrared detector. Infrared 
sources include an LED or infrared laser diode. Infrared detectors include photodiodes or phototransistors. The energy 
emitted by the infrared source is reflected by an object and falls on the infrared detector. 
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Fig7.IR Sensors Working 
 

IR Transmitter:Infrared Transmitter is a light emitting diode (LED) which emits infrared radiations. Hence, they are 
called IR LED’s. Even though an IR LED looks like a normal LED, the radiation emitted by it is invisible to the human 
eye. 
I.IR Receiver:Infrared receivers are also called as infrared sensors as they detect the radiation from an IR transmitter. 
IR receivers come in the form of photodiodes and phototransistors. Infrared Photodiodes are different from normal 
photo diodes as they detect only infrared radiation. The picture of a typical IR receiver or a photodiode is shown below. 
 

III. WORKING PRINCIPLE 
 

The circuit consists of two IC’s 555 timer IC and ULN2003 IC. The 555 timer is in bistable state. When we give 230v 
AC supply by using step down transformer the voltage is stepped down to 12v. The bridge rectifier converts the Ac to 
DC. The capacitor placed is used for filtering purpose so that we can eliminate the ripples in converted DC voltage and 
by using a voltage regulator 7805 the voltage is regulated to a fixed voltage of 5v. One LED is used to indicate the 
power supply. When receiver gets IR radiations the receiver is connected to 555 timer and so it triggers the IC and the 
output of the 555 timer is low and this output is sent to the ULN2003IC which consists of NOT gates so it gets a input 
of low which it is converted to high using not gate and this pulse is sent to the relay and the relay energises and turn on 
the load. Previously to indicate the de-energised state of relay a LED is used. 
 

 
 

Fig 8. Prototype for Automatic Light Switching System    
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Fig9. Prototype for Automatic Light Switching System    
 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

The following table1 describes how power is being saved in different places .the power savings in living room is 
75%,bathroom is 65% and study room is 60%. 

 
Table2 describes how this technology is better than other existing methods. Finally we the power saving can be 
observed effectively in this technology. 
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Fig10.Schematic Diagram of An Infrared Sensor BasedSimple and Low Cost Automatic Light Switching System 

 
V. CONCLUSION  

 
However, there is a solution to manage energy efficient lightings at home. Door sensor for automatic lighting control is 
widely being developed for energy saving and it can also be used for security purposes. An infrared door sensor based 
on electrical and electronics combinational circuit technology is used to develop the automatic light switching system. 
The automatic light switching system will lead to energy saving and efficient energy usage which could benefit every 
single individual. 
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